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A significant slowdown in investment levels worldwide was palpable even 

in the second half of 2018, which led to a substantial reduction in orders in 

2019 among Beckhoff’s machine builder customers in particular. Many markets 

bounced back strongly at the start of 2020, which all changed again, however, 

with the outbreak of the global coronavirus crisis. Beckhoff expects economic 

life at the company to resume more or less fully again once the pandemic 

subsides, including the associated investments. While it is difficult at present  

to forecast precisely how business will develop in 2020, Beckhoff is planning 

for a financial year at the previous year’s level and is cautiously optimistic 

about single-digit sales growth.

“With global sales totaling 903 million euros, 2019 was a balanced financial 

year for us,” says owner and managing director Hans Beckhoff. “This was 

somewhat unusual for us, since we have grown on average by 15% annually 

since the year 2000. After a number of boom years, a cyclical correction was to 

be expected, which is being exacerbated by the coronavirus situation. However, 

we are presently working at full capacity, and this is set to continue over the 

coming months with no reduction in working hours envisaged. We assume 

that the impact of the pandemic will probably subside in the summer or in the 

fall at the latest. For this reason, our medium-term target of 2 billion euros in 

sales in 2025 remains unchanged.” On the strength of this optimistic general 

Beckhoff Automation generated global sales of 903 million euros in 2019, representing a slight decrease in sales of 1% compared 
to the previous year, when the company posted sales of 916 million euros. Beckhoff is satisfied with the performance of the 
business despite this slight decline, since the company was able to essentially maintain sales at the previous year’s level in what 
would become an extremely difficult market environment.

Beckhoff Automation posts sales of 903 million 
euros – very close to the previous year’s level
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assessment, Beckhoff is proceeding with all investment projects as well as  

research and development activities with full intensity. “Beckhoff currently 

has a workforce of 4,350 employees globally, and this will further increase in 

certain areas too,” adds Hans Beckhoff.

Adjusting to the coronavirus situation

The company has adjusted well to the coronavirus situation. Beckhoff contin-

ues to serve customers at an unchanged capacity level and is ready to take 

on new projects. As a globally active company with branches in 39 countries, 

Beckhoff became aware of the effects of the COVID-19 pandemic at an early 

stage. The subsidiary in China, in particular, was able to gain experience of 

how employee safety can be ensured in the COVID-19 pandemic, and how 

company operations can be maintained. Based on the experiences of Beckhoff 

employees in China, the company introduced initial measures in Germany at 

the end of February. By mid-March, all employees in Germany were working 

from home offices whenever feasible (1,200 positions in Germany and 2,100 

positions in total worldwide). 

“By the end of May, almost 80% of employees with an office workplace 

were working from home offices. Since June 2, a 50% staffing level has been 

back in the office. All employees, however, continue to be accessible for our 

customers in the usual way,” reports Hans Beckhoff. The recently introduced 

time-separated two-shift operation was also switched back to the usual 

one-shift operation at the beginning of June. All employees in production are 

also split into safety groups (= potential infection groups), which can work 

independently and at a safe distance from each other. “All production, ware-

housing and supply functions were protected by introducing social distancing 

and staggered working times and a number of hygiene measures, thus en-

abling continued supply chain security for our customers. The company would 

like to thank all production and warehousing employees for the exemplary 

and selfless manner in which they supported these changes and restrictions,” 

affirms Hans Beckhoff.

In addition, Beckhoff can help in the battle against coronavirus by providing 

cutting-edge products and technologies and through the experience and 

expertise of its employees (see also p. 8f). Beckhoff is involved in more than  

40 projects worldwide in the field of coronavirus control, from the automation 

of diagnostic processes to production plants for respiratory masks and lung 

ventilators.

Business expansion in Germany and worldwide

The dense sales network was extended in Germany with the addition of new 

sales offices in Waldkirch (near Freiburg), Aachen and Kempten. In addition, 

Beckhoff acquired ADL Embedded Solutions GmbH, headquartered in Siegen, 
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Germany, on 1 April 2019. ADL is a specialist company that is well known 

for producing deep embedded applications using motherboards and specially 

adapted peripherals. The company develops tailor-made, turnkey embedded 

solutions in collaboration with customers. For many years now, it has based 

its projects on Beckhoff industrial motherboards, and with the integration of 

ADL into the Verl-based company, this successful collaboration can progress 

to the next stage. To strengthen further global expansion, Beckhoff acquired 

Tri-TEK Corp. in Seoul, South Korea, on 1 July 2019. The successful distributor 

has been closely associated with Beckhoff for many years. As Beckhoff Korea, 

the experienced team, which to date has focused primarily on semiconductor 

and display manufacturing, will now be able to support South Korea’s high-

tech market even more comprehensively. Beckhoff currently has subsidiaries 

and representative offices in 39 countries worldwide. Counting its own sales 

companies and distributors, Beckhoff is represented in 75 countries around 

the globe.

Behind this successful company development are highly qualified and commit-

ted employees. In order to to safeguard its future supply of talent, Beckhoff 

trains young people in a number of occupations. Since 2010, the company has 

also focused on providing practice-integrated degree programs and, today, 

offers degrees in Mechatronics/Automation, Industrial Engineering, Digital 

Technologies, Product Service Engineering and Digital Logistics in association 

with the Bielefeld University of Applied Sciences at its Gütersloh Campus 

in Germany. This course offering is being extended continually. To meet the 

need for further qualifications after earning bachelor’s degrees, Beckhoff also 

supports extra-occupational master’s programs in Applied Automation and 

Industrial Engineering. New additions include the extra-occupational master’s 

program in Digital Technologies, which is proving very popular with bachelor 

graduates, and the research master’s program in Data Science. Beckhoff cur-

rently employs 124 apprentices and 102 students.

Beckhoff Automation targets carbon neutrality

Beckhoff is committed to climate protection and has been actively targeting 

climate-neutral and sustainable production since 2019. In order to avoid CO2 

emissions and promote greater use of renewable energies, Beckhoff has been 

sourcing green electricity since 1 January 2020 – the aim is to achieve full 

coverage of the total power requirement of 8.7 GWh at the locations in Verl 

and surrounding areas as well as at Smyczek GmbH.

The remaining currently unavoidable emissions will be balanced out by 

measurable CO2 savings elsewhere. CO2 credits will be purchased to compen-

sate for these emissions, with the proceeds flowing into climate protection 

projects. In this context, Beckhoff is working with the foundation myclimate 

Deutschland gGmbH, whose global development projects are making a 

Panel PCs, Control Panels, ultra-compact 

Industrial PCs and 19-inch slide-in IPCs 

from Beckhoff are used all over the 

world in car manufacturing.
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measurable contribution to climate protection and sustainable development. 

One of these projects involves subsidizing efficient cookers and solar cookers 

in Madagascar so that people can cook food in an environmentally friendly 

manner.

In all, Beckhoff has offset approx. 21,700 metric tons of CO2 emissions for 

2019, which were produced by the company’s operations globally. However, 

Beckhoff is not just involved in offsetting emissions, many measures are also 

being taken in the company to avoid CO2 directly (solar power generation, 

electric and hybrid vehicles, energy savings thanks to modernization of 

building exteriors and infrastructure in production and administration). In 

particular, developing automation technology that promotes energy-efficient 

production using fewer resources also supports climate protection. “The ben-

efits we can generate for our customers with our automation technology are 

actually the greatest contributions we can make to environmental protection 

as a company,” argues Hans Beckhoff.

Success through innovation

In no small part, Beckhoff owes its sustained business development to its ded-

icated focus on new technology. This is evident throughout the entire Beckhoff 

product portfolio, for which new, more powerful Industrial PCs, Bus Terminals, 

Fieldbus Box modules, drive technology solutions and new software capabil-

ities were unveiled again. Their great success in the market is demonstrated 

by the example of a German car manufacturer that relies on the modern  

IPCs and Control Panels: Beckhoff PC technology is to be used globally by the 

BMW Group as part of a partnership that is set to run to 2030. Industrial PCs 

and multi-touch Control Panels are used – both in new systems and in retrofits 

– for interlinking machines, access control, data recording, visualization and 

other PC-based activities.

Furthermore, the PC-based control technology as a central and open control 

platform for all machine functions optimally supports the implementation 

of highly efficient IoT-based automation concepts. Machines, systems and 

production lines can be networked to increase efficiency potential across 

processes. Beckhoff supports its customers in this respect with a number of 

useful enhancements. For example, the TwinCAT 3 automation software was 

extended to include artificial intelligence functions. With TwinCAT Cloud En-

gineering, the entire engineering platform is now available in the cloud. This 

means that all users of Beckhoff technology can increase their development 

effectiveness worldwide and facilitate new cloud-based training concepts. 

Initial practical applications of the revolutionary planar motor system XPlanar 

with its free-floating movers, which was launched in 2018, have now come 

online. Among the numerous current product innovations are the SCT current 

transformer series for a seamless energy measurement chain from the sensor 

to the cloud (see p. 12ff), the EP7402 2-channel motor controller box for roller 

conveyor systems and the new AL8000 linear servomotor series.

Subsidized stoves help the people of Madagascar to 

deal with their living space in a more sustainable way.

Location
© myclimate  – The Climate Protection Partnership
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Ein XTS mit zehn Movern und 3 m umlaufender  

Streckenlänge dient als zentrales Element der Produk- 

tionsmaschine für die Plasma Separation Card.

The wide range of applications is illustrated by the following exemplary 

projects realized in a wide variety of countries: Beckhoff supplied Industrial 

PCs to a German company in the medical and safety technology sector for a 

production line designed for the manufacture of 10,000 lung ventilators for 

the German Federal Government. An international engineering company in 

Australia also uses automation technology for lung ventilators, and a Spanish 

and an Italian robot manufacturer use it for mobile systems for disinfection in 

hospitals. An American biotechnology company uses PC-based control when 

filling glass vials with substances for Covid-19 laboratory tests. Numerous 

Building Automation Room Controllers and Bus Terminals are used to control 

the air conditioning system of a Covid-19 isolation and treatment centre, 

implemented by a Dubai-based company.

Development of the CoroVent ventilator

The Non-conventional Ventilatory Team (NVT) – headed by Prof. Karel Roubík, 

a member of the Faculty of Biomedical Engineering at Czech Technical Uni-

versity in Prague – has developed a prototype of the cost-effective CoroVent 

lung ventilator within a very short time. The development team consists 

Over 40 projects worldwide in  
the field of coronavirus control

Beckhoff involved in numerous Covid-19-related projects

The universally applicable PC-based control technology from Beckhoff offers support for the production of urgently needed 
goods to numerous companies operating in the Covid-19 field in the medical technology sector and many related industries. The 
spectrum of more than 40 projects worldwide ranges from the automation of diagnostic processes to production systems for 
respiratory masks and lung ventilators.

of about 15 experts from various companies and universities. Technically, 

according to Tomáš Halva, Managing Director Beckhoff Czech Republic, it’s 

all about bringing together expertise from medical, electrical and pneumatic 

systems – and doing so in the right way. The ventilator is specially designed 

for the treatment of patients with coronavirus infection, for which not every 

lung ventilator is suitable. In addition, limiting the ventilator to the functions 

necessary for coronavirus treatment and relying on free development services 

from the experts significantly reduce the costs of the device. In this team, 

Beckhoff is responsible for the control system, which ensures very simple 

device operation and thus also enables use by untrained personnel. 

Automated N95 mask machines

The chinese company Xiamen Booltech Co., Ltd. was able to minimize the 

development time of its N95 mask machines due to the high flexibility of 

PC-based control. The entire project took only half a month from start-up to 

commissioning. Due to the tight schedule, Booltech’s technical team com-

pleted the initial commissioning of machines in less than one night, so that 

equipment manufacturers could test and verify machines the next day. The 

The CoroVent development team 

was able to present a prototype 

for testing within only one week.
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N95 mask machines are equipped with a powerful CX5120 Embedded PC, 

and EtherCAT enabled easy, flexible expansion of the numerous I/O terminals 

and servo axes. All of this helped Booltech software engineers greatly shorten 

the development cycle, allowing for rapid deployment of both the semi-auto-

mated and the fully automated N95 production machines.

Covid-19 rapid testing production lines

The rapid testing equipment production lines made by Ginolis Ltd. in Qulun-

salo, Finland have proven themselves in the market for almost a decade. 

Because of the coronavirus pandemic, previously delivered lines are now 

being converted to the Covid-19 rapid testing configuration. The compact 

automation technology from Beckhoff contributes significantly to the pro-

duction equipment's modularity and high quality. The individual production 

modules are controlled via a CX2040 Embedded PC from Beckhoff that is 

equipped with an Intel® Core™ i7 quad-core CPU running at 2.1 GHz. The 

control software is TwinCAT 3 NC I. Most production lines incorporate several 

hundred motion axes and hundreds of I/Os. The individual modules generally 

have 50 to 100 EtherCAT I/O connection points and multiple Beckhoff drive 

axes that are controlled via EL72xx servomotor terminals, EL70xx stepper 

motor terminals, and EL7411 BLDC motor terminals.

According to CEO Teijo Fabritius, Ginolis believes in Beckhoff’s PC-based 

technology for several reasons: “PC-based control allows us to seamlessly 

integrate multiple software-based functions into the automation system. In 

addition, the embedded industrial PC systems are very compact and power-

ful. Particularly where automation components are concerned, compactness 

Fully automated Ginolis production line for manufacturing diagnostic test cartridges

Booltech relied on PC-based control from  

Beckhoff for the development of production 

machines for N95 breathing masks.

is critically important since space is usually at a premium, especially in 

cleanrooms. And the more functions we can integrate through software, the 

more compact, flexible and easily upgradeable we can make our solutions. 

PC-based control technology provides an outstanding platform for meeting 

all these requirements.”

More information:
www.booltech.cn
www.corovent.com  
www.ginolis.com
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Within the GAIA-X initiative, more than 170 participants and over 150 organi-

zations from France and Germany, but also from Finland, Italy, the Netherlands, 

Sweden, Switzerland and Spain, have already collaborated in two comprehensive 

thematic workstreams. The user domains represented are energy, health care, 

Industrie 4.0/SMEs, mobility, public infrastructure and administration as well 

as smart living, finance and agriculture. Now, 22 companies and organizations 

from France and Germany – including Beckhoff Automation GmbH & Co. KG,  

Verl – have taken another major step towards a European digital infrastructure 

with the establishment of the GAIA-X Foundation. Its structure will deal with 

addressing, data availability, interoperability, portability, transparency and fair 

participation. 

The work in the domain-specific and joint working groups gave rise to the 

idea of a jointly usable layer of basic functionalities for a European data space.  

Beckhoff actively participated in this process, particularly in the Industrie 4.0/

SME workgroup and the coordination of all domain sponsors with the infra-

structure providers in the project. Gerd Hoppe, Corporate Management at  

Beckhoff, explains: “Many of the principles of GAIA-X coincide with our philos-

ophy of an open, perfectly fitting, continuously expandable communication and 

data space technology for users.” 

GAIA-X is based on several principles to ensure the highest possible level of 

data sovereignty for users: 

 – simple, federally structured identification and confidence-building  

between data exchange participants

 – data sovereignty of all participants along the value chain

 – identical protection classes for data and services

 – openness to adaptation by all market participants

 – hybrid data and service implementation (centralized, decentralized,  

cloud-based, on-premise, edge-based)

 – free choice of the level of data protection, legislation and  

geography for data and services

Beckhoff is a founding member of the GAIA-X Foundation

The European Data Space Initiative GAIA-X  
starts broadly supported by the industry and  
many other user domains
The data space initiative, which is driven by the international non-profit organization GAIA-X Foundation, Brussels, 
Belgium, aims to achieve a secure, trustworthy data infrastructure and thus the digital sovereignty of Europe. Behind 
it is a diverse group of European companies, institutions, and associations, which is also open to other potential 
members. The aim is to refine and expand use-case scenarios and to build an organization and initial demonstrators 
in funded projects. 

The aim of the project is to develop joint common requirements for a European data infrastructure. Therefore openness, transparency 

and the ability to connect to other European countries are central to GAIA-X. Such a digital ecosystem should accordingly allow 

both the digital sovereignty of cloud services users and the scalability of European cloud providers. The project is divided into two 

workstreams for specific topics: “User ecosystems and requirements” including the definition of use cases and “Technical implemen-

tation” for the building of the data infrastructure. There is also the cross-functional expert unit known as the “Joint requirements” 

expert tribe, which deals with topics where there is a strong interdependency between the workstreams.

The GAIA-X project
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Gerd Hoppe confirms the great importance of customer orientation: “In  

numerous discussions with customers and organizations, the need for a jointly 

usable, European data ecosystem has become and is becoming increasingly 

clear. The decisive factor here is that this can be used by all infrastructure pro-

viders and users within an application domain and across domain boundaries. 

In addition, individual and domain-specific standards must be adopted for the 

fastest possible acceptance in the market. GAIA-X has great potential here to 

avoid incompatibilities and to ensure sovereignty in the application with open 

communication structures.”

More information:
www.data-infrastructure.eu
www.beckhoff.com/iot

 

Gerd Hoppe, Corporate Manage-

ment, Beckhoff Automation:  

“Other interested companies and 

organizations are invited to join  

the GAIA-X Foundation to promote 

the open and independent nature  

of this data ecosystem.”

During the digital event, keynotes from business, science and politics as 

well as panel discussions, live chats, networking, and innovation presen-

tations will address the following questions: How can industrial transfor-

mation succeed? Which steps industry must take to recover quickly from 

the consequences of the shutdown? Dr. Jochen Köckler, Chairman of the 

Managing Board, Deutsche Messe AG, explains: “With the Digital Days, 

we are creating an online platform for the entire Hannover Messe com-

munity. We had to cancel the show this year due to the corona pandemic, 

but people still need to learn about the latest technological products 

and solutions and to talk with experts from all over the world. Because 

tomorrow's innovations are only possible when different industries and 

cultures exchange ideas.”

The Hannover Messe Digital Days revolve around the content of the 

show. For example, the conference program focuses on topics such as 

Industrie 4.0, artificial intelligence, smart energy, and Logistics 4.0. Ex-

hibitor products and solutions form the second layer of content. As one 

of ten Premium Partners of the event, Beckhoff will participate in one 

of the “high-level talks” with representatives from politics and industry  

(14 July, from 3 p.m.). In addition, there will be three further highlights from  

Beckhoff experts (14 July, 1 p.m. and 4 p.m.; 15 July, 11:30 a.m.): a 

keynote on a general topic and the innovation presentations “PC Control 

– Ideal base for advanced Automation” and “EtherCAT – The communica-

tion standard for advanced Automation”.

More information:
www.hannovermesse.digital

 

Topics of Hannover Messe  
presented as a  
two-day digital event

Beckhoff is Premium Partner of the  
Hannover Messe Digital Days

According to Deutsche Messe AG, the industrial trans-
formation with its megatopics of digitization, individu-
alization, climate protection and demographic change is 
continuing unabated despite the corona crisis and will be 
the focus of the first-ever Hannover Messe Digital Days. 
Beckhoff is participating as a Premium Partner in this dig-
ital event, which will take place on 14 and 15 July 2020 
and will cover the latest developments in industry, energy 
and logistics.
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Improved power  

transparency on the  

factory floor simplifies  

energy management and raises  

the availability of equipment.
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By offering an end-to-end power measurement chain that  
extends from the sensor to the cloud, Beckhoff simplifies energy 
management and improves the availability of machines and  
entire installations. The solutions range from capturing the 
physical value with the new SCT current transformers to  
the EK9160 IoT Coupler and finally to cloud-based data analy-
sis with TwinCAT. A broad spectrum of power measurement  
terminals covers all requirements, from the EL3446 current input 
terminal to highly efficient distributed power measurement.

System-integrated measurement technology simplifies power management

Highly efficient power measurement  
chain ranges from the sensor to the cloud

With PC-based control, power measurement data can be seamlessly  

transmitted from the power sensor to the cloud, for example via  

the EK9160 IoT Coupler.



By having access to continuous and integrated power measurement tools, users 

can perform extensive inline analyses that allow them to detect deviations 

instantly in order to take quick corrective action and minimize downtime. For 

example, a steady increase in a machine’s power consumption may be an  

indicator of excessive wear on bearings, while a decrease may be a sign of 

quality problems. 

Up to now, such continuous monitoring was extraordinarily complex because it 

required external sensors to be installed at great cost and often using special 

parts. With power measurement terminals from Beckhoff, this can now be 

accomplished with little effort using standard components, even in retrofits 

on existing machines and systems. By measuring the power on an existing 

motor cable, for example, asymmetrical currents can now be detected within  

milliseconds and not only indirectly via an unusual rise in the motor’s tempera-

ture. And in case of vibrations, mechanical weak spots can be identified via an 

increase in harmonic content. 

Power transparency increases production efficiency

Machines and plants are dynamic systems that get expanded, modified, con-

verted or otherwise adapted to new production requirements over the years.  

In order to obtain maximum transparency even for systems that have become 

unwieldy, it is recommendable to have an all-encompassing measurement 

system that collects all relevant power data reliably and makes it possible to 

analyze it quickly in the cloud, if necessary.

To make the evaluation of measurement values as easy as possible, Beckhoff 

has developed the so-called power quality factor (PQF) which allows the user 

to assess the power quality for a machine or system based on a single number 

without having to analyze the frequency, voltage, harmonics or symmetry 

individually. For example, if a machine malfunction occurs and the PQF simul-

taneously drops to zero, users can conclude that the fault might not lie in the 

machine itself but in the power supply. Based on this information, the causes 

and effects of faults can be identified and corrected much more quickly. The PQF 

can also function as an early-warning system and simplify the clarification of 

potential questions regarding liability.

Distributed power measurement: getting accurate data cost-effectively

The new concept of distributed power measurement offers a particularly 

efficient and cost-effective way to obtain accurate power data even from 

more complex systems. Its central element is the 6-channel EL3446 input 

terminal for measuring up to 1A of AC/DC current. It allows the user to 

determine precise power values even for physically separated voltage and 

current measurements. What makes the EL3446 special is its ability as a pure 

current measurement terminal to determine all relevant electrical data of the 

supply network, including all power measurement values. The voltage values 

required for the calculation of power data are transmitted to the terminal over 

EtherCAT by a 3-phase EL3443 power terminal (which must be installed only 

once per network) and synchronized via the distributed clocks in EtherCAT. 

The active power and energy consumption are then computed for each of the 

up to six connectable phases in the EL3446. This makes the effective voltage 

and current values as well as active, apparent and reactive power, frequency, 

phase shift angle and harmonics available for extensive grid analysis and 

energy management.

This concept of distributed power measurement – with just one EL3443 and 

any number of EL3446s – minimizes the hardware and installation effort and 

eliminates the wiring requirements for the voltage distribution. In addition, 

the per-channel cost of the power measurement is reduced by almost 50% 

without having to reduce the scanning speed if the number of measurement 

points rises. Another benefit: only the EL3443 power measurement terminal 

must be protected with fuses. This eliminates the need for the downstream 

fuses required with conventional power measurement systems. 

|
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With the EtherCAT power management 

terminals, a wide range of tasks can  

be carried out with optimal scalability 

in the areas of power monitoring,  

process control, network control and 

maintenance.



Broad spectrum of current transformers  

and power measurement terminals

The SCT series current transformers serve as the starting point for the seam-

less power measurement chain within PC-based control. The broad portfolio 

of models covers all relevant applications from 1 A to 5,000 A and from 

ring-type and split-core transformers to 3-phase transformers. This allows 

the user to implement reliable power sensors as a standard component of 

the PC-based control system directly in the field with the option to choose 

between concepts that are highly scalable through a wide range of designs 

and performance classes.

 – The SCT portfolio is extremely broad, ranging from low-cost 3-phase trans-

former sets for building technology to standard industrial transformers for 

machines to solutions for inspection stations and test benches with extra-

high precision requirements.

 – The choice of the appropriate product category depends on the type of 

usage, with ring-type transformers being particularly suitable for cost-

effective and accurate data collection in new installations. Because of their 

easy installation, split-core transformers are predestined as an easy retrofit 

solution.

The EtherCAT power measurement terminals are also finely scalable and can be 

used for applications ranging from maintenance and closed-loop controlling to 

power monitoring. In terms of performance categories, they differ by their accu-

racy and speed in data acquisition with bandwidths ranging from seconds and 

milliseconds to microseconds for oscilloscope functionality. 

 – For simple measurement tasks such as the monitoring of voltage, frequency 

and phases, Beckhoff offers the EL3483 as a network monitor and the EL3423 

for power measurement. 

 – Terminals in the EL34xx series handle measurements in the lower millisecond 

range, for example for closed-loop machine control applications.

 – Power monitoring with the momentary-value capture of current and voltage 

with microsecond accuracy, for example in test racks, can be implemented 

with the high-performance terminals in the EL37xx series. Their ability to 

access instantaneous values of current and voltage in the PLC makes a parti-

cularly thorough system integration possible.

 – Compared to the EL37xx series, the EL34xx series features much easier pro-

gramming through pre-scaled SI units, statistical analysis directly from within 

the terminal, and a warning function when predefined upper and lower limit 

values are violated. 
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The end-to-end power measurement chain within  

PC-based control can be optimally adapted to indi-

vidual requirements on both the software and the  

hardware side on all levels of automation

The EK9160 IoT Coupler

TwinCAT Cloud Engineering,  

private cloud or 3rd-party  

software in the cloud

The measurement software  
used on premises

The sensors The measurement modules The measurement technology bus
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L1
L1, L2, L3 L1, L2, L3

L3 L2

L2

SCTxxxx current transformer

direct voltage tap

With distributed power measurement, a single voltage  

measurement can be connected digitally to any number  

of current measurements, making it easy to capture  

exact power values at each metering point.

The SCT current transformers, which are suitable for 1 to 5,000 A, are available  

as ring-type (the two on the left) or split-core transducers (the two on the right).



With their many special functions, the EtherCAT power measurement terminals 

offer other additional benefits. These include features such as min/max/average 

analysis, power total over preset intervals, user-controlled input signals, and 

harmonics analysis of current and voltage up to the 63rd harmonic. Also gain-

ing importance is the measurement of fault or differential currents, which the 

EL3453 includes by default with its integrated 4-current measurement channel, 

which makes it possible, for example, to find insulation faults before the  power 

supply to a machine is suddenly interrupted.

Cloud communication and cloud-based data analysis

The power measurement data can be transmitted to the cloud either via  

the local control PC or the EK9160 IoT Coupler. With the help of TwinCAT  

automation software, all machine functions ranging from engineering, PLC, 

motion control, safety management, visualization and measurement tech-

nology to communication are governed by the local control PC. In addition, 

TwinCAT Power Monitoring provides special network analysis functions.  

With the IoT Coupler, power data can be transferred safely and easily via com-

munication protocols such as OPC UA PubSub or MQTT to the desired cloud 

environment enabling functions such as cloud-based engineering, centralized 

data analysis and easy integration with storage services of various public 

cloud platforms.

The special feature of the EK9160 IoT Bus Coupler is its ability to connect 

EtherCAT I/O directly to the IoT with no need for a specific control program. 

By transferring the E-bus signal representations to various IoT communication 

protocols, the EK9160 makes it possible to integrate I/O data into cloud-based 

communication and data services easily and in a standardized manner. It 

requires neither a controller nor programming, i.e. users can parameterize the 

I/O data via any browser via a simple configuration dialog with the integrated 

web server. The respective cloud service and security functions such as authen-

tication, encryption, a.o., can also be easily configured via a browser. Once the 

parameters have been set, the bus coupler sends digital or analog I/O values, 

including the associated timestamps, to the selected cloud service. If the internet 

connection is interrupted, the I/O data to be transmitted can be buffered locally.

Users can optimize their power management by performing fast, cloud-based 

analysis of their power data. As the ideal solution for this purpose, TwinCAT 

Analytics allows for selective or continuous data analysis depending on the 

user’s needs. While the TwinCAT Analytics Service Tool improves and simplifies 

the commissioning processes for technicians, for example, the Analytics Work-

bench features enhanced capabilities and supports the automatic generation 

of program code. And with 24/7 runtime deployment, the Analytics Workbench 

makes consistent and seamless data analytics possible. In this way, machine 

manufacturers can offer their customers individual data analytics solutions and 

become themselves providers of new predictive maintenance concepts.
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More information:
www.beckhoff.com/energy-management

 

Dr. Fabian Assion, 

Product Manager I/O, 

Beckhoff Automation
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Syntegon Technology, formerly Bosch Packaging Technology, is a global leader in process and packaging technology for 
the food and pharma industries. As part of the company’s Food Division, the company’s location in Beringen, Switzerland, 
specializes in fully automated packaging systems for the confectionery industry. It is also home to Syntegon’s innovation 
center for horizontal packaging systems, sealing technologies and top-load cartoners. The eXtended Transport System 
(XTS) from Beckhoff has already been proven as a major innovation factor in approximately 60 packaging installations.

Intelligent transport system improves the packaging of confectioneries 

Syntegon: “The XTS is a huge gain for  
high-performance packaging systems”

The Syntegon team in Beringen has been working with the Beckhoff experts 

since 2011 and was one of the first XTS customers, as Kurt Gleichauf, head of 

technology and packaging, explains: “As a technology and innovation leader in 

our industry, we recognized the benefits of the intelligent transport system from 

Beckhoff early on. Today we have already installed roughly 60 packaging system 

with XTS technology, and by the end of the year we will exceed 100 of these 

systems as a result of the strong demand.”

“Having Syntegon, a former Bosch company, as a partner is very important to 

us. With many XTS systems installed in industrial production environments, we 

are constantly learning new things. The feedback we receive from globally oper-

ating manufacturers is very valuable. Accordingly, we are constantly advancing 

the product in line with Syntegon’s requirements,” adds Thomas Gubser, who 

provides sales and technical support at Beckhoff Switzerland.



The two-in-one packaging system from Syntegon  

can package stacks as well as slugs.

|
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Highly flexible mover and product control

XTS is particularly useful in the area of supply systems for primary and secon-

dary packaging machines, says Kurt Gleichauf. Other than in a conventional 

conveyor chain, the intelligent transport system allows for the flexible con-

trol of each XTS mover as a separate servo axis and thus of each individual 

product. In addition, the product spacing can be regulated with exceptional 

flexibility. The system accelerates the products individually with the goal of 

optimizing the entire product flow, which enables it to achieve steady speeds 

of up to 1,500 products per minute in high-performance applications. 

Syntegon in Beringen sells fully automatic packaging systems all over the 

world to confectionery manufacturers who want to benefit from the system’s 

high level of flexibility as the industry is subject to many rapidly changing 

trends to which manufacturers must respond at a moment’s notice. Besides 

the traditional seasonal changes, social trends like the rising number of single-

person households, the on-the-go lifestyle of young people and “free from” 

nutritional concepts have a major impact on the way products are packaged. 

For manufacturers, this means that they must churn out many different pro-

ducts in a wide range of combinations and package sizes. 

Handling many different cereal bars efficiently

One example of this product diversity are cereal bars, which are offered in 

many different flavors as well as in single-serve portions for individual sale, 

and as variety packs with a mix of flavors, or as multi-packs or family-packs. 

The packages might contain one, two or more bars in a single pouch. The bars 

can vary in length and width and may be sold in different box sizes and shapes 

depending on the retailers’ requirements. To accommodate such a variety of 
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Flexible Sigpack FIT feeder module for two types of cereal barsKurt Gleichauf, head of technology and development at Syntegon, demonstrates the 

mover of the XTS system that’s been integrated into the machine. 

products, having high-speed packaging systems with quick format changeover 

capabilities is a must. 

While in traditional supply chains the movers must be changed individually 

and manually for each format, the XTS handles this with the push of a button 

via its corresponding software functionality. This results in tremendous time 

savings that have a very positive impact on the overall machine efficiency, 

says Kurt Gleichauf. 

Cookies in a stacked package (right)  

and a slug package (left).



Handles sensitive products as well

Besides flexibility and speed, the gentleness with which the XTS handles 

products is a major factor for many confectionery manufacturers. Syntegon’s 

two-in-one cookie packaging system is a prime example of this feature, ex-

plains Kurt Gleichauf: “The clever application of the XTS with its individually 

controllable movers enables us to package cookies stacked as well as standing 

on edge on the same system. The time required to convert from stacked to 

slug packaging is probably record-breaking with only a few minutes. And the 

number of items per package can be changed at any time by pressing a button 

on the HMI. With such a future-proof solution, confectionery manufacturers 

have everything they need to accommodate short-term special offers quickly 

and easily.” 

The key feature of the two-in-one system is the way it “layers” the cookies, 

which can be supplied lying flat on a conveyor belt or via a shaft. The movers 

mounted on the XTS carefully stack the cookies or turn them upright so that 

they can be fed into the tubular bag machine while standing on edge. The 

two-track version of the two-in-one system is the fastest model because 

it employs two XTS systems that work independently of each other. For 

example, while one lane packages stacks of two cookies each, the 

other lane can package slugs of 12 cookies each. According 

to Kurt Gleichauf, this solution is the only one of its kind 

on the market.
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Leveraging the XTS technology, the products are subject to very little mecha-

nical stress. With the individually controllable movers, even highly fragile pro-

ducts such as cereal bars or chocolate-covered cookies can be moved through 

the packaging process with exceptional gentleness. “Despite the very gentle 

handling, there will always be crumbs, dust and sticky residue when you pa-

ckage cookies and cereal bars. That’s a stress test for any system – especially 

for the high-tech components we use. The experience with our installed base 

has shown that the XTS from Beckhoff is very robust even under these difficult 

conditions and operates trouble-free over the long term,” says Gleichauf.

XTS minimizes machine footprint

Another benefit of the XTS is its very compact design. Particularly in existing 

plants, the floor space available for new installations is often limited. At cus-

tomer Tunnock’s home plant in Scotland, for example, Syntegon was able to 

shorten the footprint of the company’s new installation for packaging caramel 

wafers by four meters. Only the 2.5-meter-long Sigpack FIT feeder module for 

the Sigpack tubular bag machine had to be installed. At the core of the com-

pact Sigpack FIT is a 1.5-meter-long XTS with 40 product movers. 

Since 2017, Syntegon has deployed the XTS for primary as well as secondary 

packaging applications. The Sigpack PFI feeder module operates adaptively 

and without the need for vacuum technology, and the XTS can rotate each 

individual product into the correct position even at top speeds. Since the pro-

duct handlers of the XTS movers, which cover the products from above, are 

3D-printed, they can be easily adapted for new products and quickly replaced. 

With the help of the XTS, the Sigpack PFI feeder could be implemented in such 

an extremely compact and flexible way while featuring very gentle product 

handling. 

Robotics applications even for sensitive baked goods

Besides the intelligent XTS transport system, other shared projects with high 

innovation potential are the HMI 4.0 user interface which runs on a multi-

touch Panel PC and the control of robotics applications via TwinCAT. While 

robotics were rather rare in food handling applications in the past, the market 

for them is currently growing by 19% annually. The reasons for using robots to 

achieve a higher level of automation are manifold, ranging from many perso-

nalized products, strict hygienic regulations (FSMA) and labor vs. investment 

costs to the shortage of skilled workers. Many technical innovations further 

support this trend. Moreover, standardized robotics solutions and reduced 

complexity in kinematics, controllers and vision systems deliver lots of benefits 

and make it easier to implement robotics in production lines.

“Baked goods generally require very gentle yet complex handling, which in 

the past was done mostly by people who loaded products into the packaging 

machines manually,” says Andreas Schildknecht, product manager for robotics 

at Syntegon in Beringen. “At the same time, today’s diversity of products and 

shapes results in very tough requirements in terms of format flexibility and 

quick format changeovers, which is why outstanding efficiency and producti-

vity must be ensured.” 

The use of pick-and-place robots, especially of fast and easily scalable delta 

robots in cells of four, makes it possible to automate even larger production 

capacities today. Syntegon built its most extensive robot project so far in 

cooperation with Beckhoff and by using TwinCAT software. It involves 69 ro-

bots that convert a stream of 6,000 cookies into 3,000 center-filled sandwich 

cookies and load them into trays, which are then fed into various packaging 

machines for different package styles and sizes. The trays are filled with two 

The XTS intelligent transport system has magnetically driven mo-

vers that travel around a track consisting of motor modules and 

guide rails. A Beckhoff Industrial PC running TwinCAT software 

enables individual control of each mover. Since their individual 

travel profiles are independent of the machine’s speed, any num-

ber of workstations can be positioned anywhere. Even the travel 

path consisting of motor modules can be adapted to the needs of 

each application with various geometries. 

XTS – compact and flexible

Sigpack PFI as a cartoning feeder module



Bar packaging system from Syntegon with a Sigpack FIT 

feeder module (left) and a Sigpack PFI module (right)
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to four products and packaged in stand-up pouches with roll closure, display 

cartons, or tubular bags. This allows the manufacturer to optimally serve all 

customer segments, from single-person households to large families.

Syntegon combines its broad portfolio of primary and secondary packaging 

machines with its handling competencies involving flat and robotic feeders. 

The installation ensures that the fragile, high-quality products are packaged 

gently and while being touched by as few machine components as possible. 

The installation demonstrates the broad application spectrum of robot-based 

solutions. Special attention was paid to designing the robots with easy acces-

sibility for cleaning and maintenance. The efficient design and the production 

strategy’s reflection in the control software as well as the use of storage 

technology make the entire system exceptionally effective. And the design of 

the delta robots with their reduction to what’s absolutely necessary makes 

them almost maintenance-free and reduces operating costs and planned 

downtimes. “Robots perform complex tasks without being complicated for 

the operator. That’s the key to success, to high flexibility and efficient mana-

geability of a food company’s production operations – today and even more 

so in the future,” sums up Andreas Schildknecht.

Conclusion

“No other manufacturer in the packaging industry has implemented as many 

XTS applications as Syntegon. The intelligent transport system from Beckhoff 

gives us the flexibility we need to solve any problem in the most effective 

and innovative way possible. The supply systems for primary and secondary 

packaging applications are unique on the market and in high demand among 

our customers,” adds Kurt Gleichauf.

According to Andreas Schildknecht, 

product manager for robotics at 

Syntegon, the company implemented 

its largest robotics project so far – 

involving 69 robots – in cooperation 

with Beckhoff and the help of TwinCAT 

software a.o. 

XTS operates in many Syntegon installations 

efficiently and flexibly – also in cooperation 

with pick-and-place robots, which can be 

seamlessly integrated into the control  

system with TwinCAT. 

More information:
www.syntegon.com
www.beckhoff.ch/xts
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Advancing the smart factory with PC-based control technology

Industrie 4.0: Smart electronics  
production with PC-based control 

Two companies in China, CYG Intelligent Automation Co., Ltd. (CYGIA) and CYGDM, have used PC-based control tech-
nology from Beckhoff to develop a smart factory platform with unified interfaces and protocols as part of a new and 
flexible manufacturing strategy for electronics products. The platform combines sensors, actuators, operator terminals, 
control systems and communications equipment in an intelligent network that connects multiple users, including 
humans with machines, and machines with services. From an Industrie 4.0 perspective, the platform maximizes inte-
gration, both at the device level and at the vertical and horizontal production levels.



The CX9020 Embedded PC that controls the smart warehouse

CYGIA’s smart factory solution for  

electronics manufacturing

Formed in 2006, CYGIA is one of China’s foremost high-tech companies. Its busi-

ness is customer-specific automation and test solutions for industries such as 

consumer electronics, semiconductors, automotive, energy, medical engineering 

and lighting technology, among others. CYGDM, founded in 2015, is a software 

and hardware services vendor specialized in developing and implementing 

smart factory solutions. Examples of projects include the ALC line control sys-

tem, the iSPC smart data analytics system, and smart warehouse management 

and logistics systems.

Open control technology for the smart factory

CYGIA’s smart factory solution utilizes IoT and monitoring technology to fa-

cilitate information management, to track the production process better, to 

reduce manual intervention on production lines, and to streamline produc-

tion planning. Other technologies deployed as part of the solution include 

simulation, multimedia, and augmented reality. CYGIA and CYGDM chose 

powerful CX2030 and CX9020 Embedded PCs from Beckhoff to deliver the 

requisite computing power. The CX2030 handles higher-level hub control in 

the smart factory, while the CX9020 is used as control platform for distrib-

uted sub-stations. The open architecture of PC-based control, combined with 

ultra-fast EtherCAT communication technology, meets all their requirements 

when it comes to keeping response times as short as possible, while at the 

same time supporting time-division multiplexing and multitasking, program-

ming in high-level languages, and extensive data storage capacity.

On the software side, the integration of the Beckhoff TwinCAT 3 automation 

software into Visual Studio® is a key benefit for CYGIA’s experts: In their 

view, the standardized bottom-layer control platform, created in TwinCAT 

3’s object-oriented development environment, combined with the upper-lay-

er control platform developed in .NET, has made it easier to integrate a wide 

variety of devices and to shorten the time required to develop their smart 

factory solution. Plus, being able to develop the software on a modular 
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which communicate at extremely high speed with the higher-level central 

control system and are essential to ensuring efficient production and precise 

fabrication of semiconductor components. The master CX2030 runs both 

the PLC program and the motion control and HMI software. It also sends 

data bidirectionally at high speed between the control system and the MES 

over TwinCAT TCP/IP (TF6310), and controls the printing, surface mounting 

and reflow welding processes. Here, TwinCAT PLC/NC PTP 10/NC I (TC1260) 

provides full motion control functionality that can dynamically position  

20 EtherCAT servo axes per machine. The NC I interpolation function serves 

to achieve smooth, steady, coupled movements on two axes and to control 

the arc-welding process.

The second CX2030 Embedded PC runs PLCs, motion control and HMI soft-

ware, handles communication over TCP/IP, and exchanges data with the ALC 

line control system. It also receives instructions from the MES over TCP/IP  

1

6

and distributed basis, they say, results in greater software efficiency while 

minimizing development and maintenance costs. In the higher-level control 

system, they use both ADS.Net components and the Dynamic Link Library 

(DLL) to implement asynchronous communication between the server and 

multiple clients. The entire communication architecture, they claim, not 

only saves time, it is efficient and compatible, too. In addition, the TwinCAT  

Automation Interface enables developers to program device interaction 

using COM technology.

With TwinCAT, CYGIA’s engineers can use a unified, object-oriented, modu-

lar program framework, Structured Text, object-oriented programming and 

customer-specific libraries – all of which help streamline the development of 

this complex system. Joshua Wang, R&D Director at CYGIA, explains: “We’ve 

succeeded in improving programming efficiency through modularization and 

standardization. We only need to modify a few methods when developing 

new production technologies. The program may be large and complex, but 

we can reuse the code efficiently, nonetheless. The program has a clear 

structure, is easy to read, and is highly portable.” It makes the most of 

TwinCAT 3’s built-in capabilities for system configuration, PLC code devel-

opment, motion control configuration, bus and module configuration, and 

HMI development, as well as its oscilloscope functionality. And the program 

structure, process control, data structure, alarm release and security control 

have all been standardized as well.

Smart factory solution for mobile phone production

The software and hardware from Beckhoff perfectly fulfill CYGIA’s require-

ments for smart solutions in electronics manufacturing. Compared to a 

conventional setup with separate production stations, CYGIA’s system can 

achieve greater manufacturing and supply-chain flexibility and improve 

capacity utilization. For instance, it enables the ERP, MES and monitoring 

systems involved in the manufacture of mobile phone circuit boards to 

exchange data, resulting in comprehensive process automation that spans 

everything from order booking and handling, material distribution, product 

manufacture and inspection to packaging, warehousing, logistics and trans-

portation. The smart factory’s system architecture combines order, asset and 

quality management functions with a management dashboard, inventory 

control and product traceability.

The intelligent warehouse assigns codes to all goods and creates unified 

racks and pallets that are carried by forklifts or shuttles into the intended 

positions. Each storage location is controlled by the warehouse management 

software. Product locations, inventory levels, open storage locations and 

storage strategies are all administered through a parameter management 

system. The CX9020 Embedded PC is the core element in inventory control, 

running the PLC program, connecting to the local MES over TCP/IP, and 

operating as an NC controller for material requirements planning. It also 

connects with the extended part of the feed and removal mechanism, in a 

chain topology, via an EK1110 EtherCAT extension.

The main elements in the automated production line include hollow-board 

printing, surface mounting, reflow welding, dispensing, screw locking, 

automated optical inspection, integrated and functional circuit testing, and 

packing and unpacking. The line has three CX2030 Embedded PCs in total, 

MES Platform1

Warehouse management Kanban2

Equipment management Kanban3

Vision testing Platform4

A Line control Platform5

Line-Changing management Kanban6

Real-Time order Kanban7

Transport management Kanban8

Data analysis Kanban9

Intelligent algorithms10

Information displayed on the  
central control platform’s HMI
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to run tests and execute packing and unpacking processes. It can also flex-

ibly configure ten EtherCAT servo axes through a synchronization device 

that can switch quickly and efficiently between specific test environments 

for different products. The third CX2030 handles PLCs, motion control and 

HMI software, and in addition controls a high-resolution TCP/IP camera for 

optical inspection. 

EtherCAT technology boosts system performance

CYGIA chose EtherCAT as a high-speed communication system to ensure 

fast, precise transmission of sensor signals. The company runs master 

communication on its automated production line over EtherCAT in a star 

topology. Slave devices are easy to connect, which simplifies management, 

maintenance and expansion. A line topology is used at sub-station level to 

keep the wiring as simple as possible. 

Says Jianming Huang, a senior electrical engineer at CYGIA: “The EL1809 

and EL2809 HD EtherCAT terminals are not just highly compact and inex-

pensive, they operate on multiple channels and can be configured flexibly 

for different topologies. They also support offline configuration and Hot 

Connect groups, which makes them much easier to set up. In addition, 

EtherCAT provides a wide range of useful information, such as diagnostic 

codes, diagnostic types, text IDs and time stamps. This helps to locate and 

fix master-slave communication outages potentially caused by EMC distur-

bance, cable damage or equipment faults. This makes maintenance much 

more efficient.”

Future development potential

CYGIA’s aim with its smart factory solution is to integrate assembly and 

manufacturing units for discrete electronic components within a unified 

production system. Other goals are to connect production plants, to visualize 

production data, to make production processes transparent, and to create ful-

ly automated production sites. Given the broader trend toward Industrie 4.0, 

CYGIA also needed smart factory software that would enable access to a 

wide range of data resources, including cloud computing, big data, and IoT. 

With TwinCAT 3, Joshua Wang has found the right solution and is now look-

ing forward to the new production model the company has lined up: “We’ll 

gradually incorporate TwinCAT 3 functionality to support big data analysis, 

IoT advancements, and machine vision in future upgrades. Going forward, 

this will further enhance the setup of this hybrid control system to fully 

exploit the benefits of cloud data storage and distributed data interaction.”

2 3 4 5

8 9
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More information:
www.cygia.com
www.beckhoff.com.cn

 

A CX2030 Embedded PC (left) is the main controller of the automated production line.
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Increasingly shorter production cycles are affecting production, packaging 

and logistics. Traditional production technologies with manually controlled se-

quences not only generate more costs in such an environment, they frequently 

also pose safety risks for operators. Advanced automation and smart factory 

concepts are therefore essential if users want to make packaging processes 

more efficient and improve workflow safety while reducing costs and speed-

ing up setup changeovers. 

Shanghai Triowin Intelligent Machinery Co. Ltd. is one of China’s leading sup-

pliers of systems for the robot-based processing and packaging of food items. 

To continuously improve and advance its automated packaging lines, Triowin 

cooperates closely with Beckhoff and uses its PC-based control technology for 

Delta robots in intelligent packaging systems, among other things. 

Open platform improves compatibility

The cooperation with Beckhoff began in 2011 with the joint development 

of Delta robots. According to Triowin, the open automation platform was 

able to meet all requirements at the time, especially in terms of the Delta 

robots’ compatibility with other manufacturers’ packaging components, which  

enabled Triowin to adapt the robots flexibly to customer-specific and volume 

production requirements. 

For Triowin, this helped open up new markets and improved its access to more 

high-margin customer segments. One of the first products of this cooperation 

was an intelligent PC-controlled packaging line that integrated transport, 

removal, packaging and palletizing operations. 

Intelligent and IoT-capable machine communication

Wuyun Xiao, responsible project manager at Triowin’s Robot Research 

Institute, emphasizes that the company employs a wide range of Beckhoff 

technologies for intelligent and IoT-capable machine communication. One 

of these components is the high-performance CX2040 Embedded PC that 

processes the algorithms for controlling single and also multiple robots. The 

integrated PLC supports the standard IEC 61131-3 programming language, 

which simplifies the integration of peripherals and lowers the costs of the 

control technology.   

Added value through open communication  
and a wide range of software functionalities
End customers in the food industry are demanding ever more flexible packaging lines as products and their 
packaging are changing at a rapidly accelerating pace. Triowin develops complete systems for such applications 
that rely on PC-based control from Beckhoff because the universal and open control technology makes it easy to 
integrate peripheral components and offer additional services. In this way, Triowin can implement new concepts 
for additional markets quickly and efficiently.

PC-based control technology with TwinCAT optimizes robot-based packaging line

worldwide | china       PC Control 02 | 2020

PC-based control technology used for the system and the Delta robots enables the automatic and reliable infeed of products into the packaging process.
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Another plus, says Wuyun Xiao, is the fact that “the devices are easy to install, 

and due to the interfaces with common fieldbus systems they are available in 

many different versions, with no compatibility problems in terms of communi-

cation. But the most important argument for selecting Beckhoff products was 

the openness of the TwinCAT engineering and control platform.”

Powerful and flexible Delta robots

The controllers conventionally used for Delta robots in China are limited 

by their maximum number of robots or axes and also offer few expansion 

options, according to Wuyun Xiao. Achieving an efficient data exchange with 

other devices and system control can be  quite difficult. With TwinCAT auto-

mation software, on the other hand, users are able to build a high-performing 

system of Delta robots. A single controller can govern multiple robots, and the 

broad portfolio of EtherCAT I/O terminals simplifies the integration of robots 

and the packaging line considerably.

Wuyun Xiao explains: “We employed the robotics algorithms in the corre-

sponding TwinCAT library from very early on and even developed our own al-

gorithms based on TwinCAT. PC-based control technology from Beckhoff is not 

only flexible and easy-to-use when programming even complex algorithms. 

It also features rich cam instructions that meet the general requirements for 

the products processed with  our packaging lines. In addition, you can easily 

integrate third-party software into the Windows environment, including our 

new algorithms, and the real-time-capable and very fast PC-based control 

technology from Beckhoff makes it ideal for implementing even complex 

motion control tasks. The use of the AX5000 Servo Drives and AM8000  

servomotors in addition to the CX2040 Embedded PC and TwinCAT contrib-

utes to these capabilities.”

On the software side, the flexibility of TwinCAT provides ample capabilities 

for individual customization, says Wuyun Xiao. For example, the Delta robots’ 

positions are not controlled via an NC program as usual, but directly via  

TwinCAT PLC. “In this solution, Triowin employs its own robot algorithms 

and path planning function blocks without the need for additional robotics 

software such as NC I or other interpolation functions. That’s why a single 

CX2040 can control five 2D Delta robots and four 4D Delta robots, which 

keeps hardware costs down,” adds Wuyun Xiao.

More efficiency in production and engineering

TwinCAT can be used to implement common control tasks as well as other 

applications beyond that, such as big data, machine vision for pattern recog-

nition, condition monitoring, and power monitoring. For Wuyun Xiao, these are 

highly useful tools for implementing sustainable improvements in production 

and engineering. For him, the corresponding TwinCAT libraries are the most 

efficient way to analyze and support the communication between control-

lers and cloud-based services. Synchronized with machine cycles, TwinCAT  

Analytics stores acquired process data locally, on a server, or in the cloud. All  

measured values are recorded and provide a database for comprehensive 

analyses as part of add-on services such as predictive maintenance. All this 

information is extremely helpful for minimizing costly downtime, says the 

project manager. 

Wuyun Xiao appreciates not only the hardware and software products from 

Beckhoff, but also the company’s comprehensive support services: “The 

engineering support and training as well as the fast technical assistance 

worldwide with regard to implementing products in specific applications are 

extremely important to us. The same applies to the planning and commission-

ing of complex automation systems.” Summing up the technical aspects, he 

adds: “The openness of the system and the performance of their automation 

products are especially useful in our collaboration with Beckhoff, because they 

enable us to improve the performance of our systems. The Beckhoff philosophy 

of state-of-the-art technology and great openness also helps us optimize our 

planning.” 

Wuyun Xiao’s conclusion is: “Triowin will continue to focus its activities on de-

veloping intelligent production means and especially systems for the food and 

pharmaceutical sectors as well as building smart, digital factories. We hope to 

continue on this path together with Beckhoff and receive further support for 

hardware and software products.” For example, Triowin plans to ensure the 

safety of its robots with TwinSAFE in order to eliminate the need for separate 

robotics and safety controls and to streamline the engineering processes and 

minimize the total costs. 

More information:
http://en.triowin.com
www.beckhoff.com.cn
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The Delta robots in Triowin’s food packaging systems use AX5000 Servo Drives  

and AM8000 servomotors to ensure fast and highly precise motion control as in the  

product sorting stage shown here. 
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With seven mirrors and a combined diameter of 25 meters, the Giant Magellan Telescope will represent the next 

generation of ground-based telescopes when it goes live at Las Campanas Observatory in Chile in 2029. 

PC- and EtherCAT-based control technology in next-generation telescope 

Giant Magellan Telescope with site-wide  
real-time connectivity and 3,000 precisely  
controlled servo axes
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Once installed at Las Campanas Observatory, the Giant Magellan Telescope 

will introduce incredible opportunities for the astrophysics and cosmology 

research communities. The land-based telescope design boasts a resolution  

10 times greater than that afforded by the Hubble Space Telescope by combin-

ing seven mirrors into a singular optical system with a total diameter of 25 m. 

These advances will enable the GMT to capture images of astronomical 

objects sharper than currently possible by reducing distortions introduced by 

the terrestrial atmosphere using adaptive optics systems. Scientists and engi-

neers working on similar telescope projects have traditionally built their own 

automation solutions using custom control components. However, the team 

that is currently planning the infrastructure for the GMT sees this differently, 

explains GMTO Senior Electronics Engineer José Soto: “We want to change 

the historical method of treating telescopes as special and totally unlike other 

automated systems. Future-facing industrial control solutions have the power 

to solve many problems we face today in astrophysics.” 

Standards-based automation for a unique project 

Specifying automation and controls components for the GMT also required 

careful consideration due to the real-time communication and control require-

ments, especially considering the system will possess more than 3,000 axes 

PC- and EtherCAT-based control technology in next-generation telescope 

Giant Magellan Telescope with site-wide  
real-time connectivity and 3,000 precisely  
controlled servo axes

The Giant Magellan Telescope (GMT) is a project of superlatives. After a long construction and planning period, the 
next-generation telescope is expected to go live in 2029. With seven mirrors and a combined diameter of 25 m, it will 
enable entirely new resolutions and even allow a look back into the time after the Big Bang. PC-based control from 
Beckhoff was specified as the future automation equipment. Key factors were the advantages of EtherCAT for site-wide 
real-time communication connecting all telescope functions. Various Embedded PCs and AM8000 servomotors were 
also tested and specified, among other things, to move more than 3,000 motion axes.
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Beckhoff AM8000 servomotors are specified throughout the telescope design,  

which includes more than 3,000 axes of motion. 

technology, explains José Soto: “Since these projects take a long time we must 

account for obsolescence in every aspect. The most effective method of fighting 

obsolescence is standardizing on proven industrial technologies.” These factors 

led GMTO to base specifications for the control system using industrial stan-

dards such as solutions offered by Beckhoff Automation.

When GMTO engineers began exploring industrial automation and controls, 

they examined multiple industrial Ethernet networks. They found EtherCAT 

provided a flexible topology and scalability, along with the ability to incorpo-

rate up to 65,535 EtherCAT devices in one network, which matched the system 

specification of the GMT. “EtherCAT will be embedded in nearly every GMT 

telescope system — from the primary mirrors to the atmospheric dispersion 

compensator, the enclosure, mount and even the building automation in the 

facilities,” Soto says. 

According to GMTO Engineer Hector Swett, Safety over EtherCAT (FSoE) 

also offered impressive functionality for the telescope’s interlock and safety 

systems. FSoE provides GMT with safety-rated, TÜV-certified communication 

over standard EtherCAT networks, numerous options for distributed TwinSAFE 

I/O modules and integration with the Beckhoff engineering environment and 

Industrial PCs.

Certain current GMT specifications recommend multiple PC-based controllers 

that could be fulfilled by Beckhoff solutions. The interlock and safety system re-

lies on many safety controllers, DIN-rail-mounted CX9020 Embedded PCs work-

ing in conjunction with EL6910 TwinSAFE Logic I/O modules. These interface 

GMTO engineers José Soto (left) and Hector Swett use TwinCAT 3 automation software  

from Beckhoff to validate various components according to the telescope specifications. 

of motion. Beyond rotating the telescope’s 22-story-tall enclosure, the flexible 

mirrors must move with utmost precision to implement the complex adaptive 

optics in order to achieve the highest possible image resolution. 

One example is the active optics system, which requires integration of 170 

pneumatic actuators per primary mirror to support the mass of each mirror. 

The engineering team identified the need for automation and controls com-

ponents that were powerful now, but would also support future advances in 
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More information:
www.gmto.org 
www.beckhoffautomation.com 

 

with each other through FSoE via EtherCAT Automation Profile (EAP) to imple-

ment safety functions as required by the hazard analysis, Swett says. Beckhoff 

CX2020 Embedded PCs are used in the GMT Hardware Development Kit, which 

was built for the project’s partners to develop instruments for the telescope. 

TwinCAT 3 automation software from Beckhoff has offered a key platform to 

test devices, and it is specified for control of the structures around the telescope. 

“The PC-based controller for the telescope’s enclosure will run TwinCAT direct-

ly,” Hector Swett says. “It also provides the real-time capability to interface 

this massive application with the observatory control system via OPC UA.” 

Exemplifying system openness, TwinCAT can automatically scan and configure 

third-party devices over ADS and EtherCAT, providing an optimal platform for all 

tasks from sensing to motion control.

Because the telescope will have thousands of axes of motion, dependable 

motors and drives will be crucial in the final configuration. José Soto finds the 

capabilities of Beckhoff AM8000 servomotors impressive and sees them as 

a serious contender for multiple areas throughout the telescope. “When our 

integrator teams begin to commission the telescope, they will very likely use 

AM8000 Servomotors, for example, in the atmospheric dispersion compensator 

or the GIR (Gregorian Instrument Rotator) that will move all instruments at-

tached to the Cassegrain focus,” Soto says. 

New technologies for creative ideas 

EtherCAT first led the GMTO engineers to Beckhoff, and it remains foundation-

al to the telescope’s control architecture design, José Soto explains: “Using  

EtherCAT as the GMT fieldbus enables real-time communication down to the 

I/O-level. We have achieved cycle times of 2 ms, which allows enough bandwidth 

to close the loop on a range of subsystems, expanding our control and net-

working abilities significantly.” Compact EtherCAT I/O modules and Embedded 

PCs save space in control cabinets, and because the PC-based controllers can 

be located at a distance from the I/Os, this reduces heat dissipation. “Reducing 

heat is a very big deal for the GMT,” Hector Swett adds. “Heat makes the air 

more turbulent inside the enclosure, and turbulence distorts images as the light 

travels through the air. This distributed I/O architecture helps us prevent that.”

In a decade, this process of observation and discovery will not belong to the 

engineers designing and building the GMT, but to the astrophysicists and cos-

mologists using it to explore the cosmos. Researchers will have the flexibility to 

bring their own creative ideas when using the telescope to make great discov-

eries that we have not yet even imagined. 

The Giant Magellan Telescope project is an international consortium of 

12 founding institutions. These include Arizona State University, Astro-

nomy Australia Limited, Australian National University, Carnegie Insti-

tution for Science, FAPESP (São Paulo Research Foundation), Harvard 

University, Korea Astronomy and Space Science Institute, Smithsonian 

Institution, Texas A&M University, the University of Texas at Austin, 

University of Arizona and University of Chicago. By supplying funding for 

the construction and operation of the telescope, these organizations will 

receive access for their researchers to use the Giant Magellan Telescope 

after a peer review process to prioritize projects.

The Giant  
Magellan Telescope

GMTO engineers tested and specified a number of Beckhoff Industrial 

PCs (here: C6930) for various tasks throughout the distributed system 

architecture. 
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Municipal water treatment plant seamlessly integrates PC-based control  
technology with existing automation 

Plant modernization ensures 
future-proof water supply 
In the public water utilities sector, plant operators must ensure a reliable water supply to all consumers, 
while at the same time getting by with tight budgets. Their requirements include reliability through re-
dundancy and safe communication of all components with the control system. During the modernization 
of a municipal facility on Lake Michigan, PC-based control and especially TwinCAT proved to be ideal for 
integration with existing systems and for future-oriented communication via protocols such as OPC UA, 
MQTT and AMQP.

Eric Kiefer, plant manager of water supplier NSWC,  

inspects the chemical feed system, which adds phosphates 

to prevent lead and copper corrosion in the water delivery 

infrastructure.
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Eric Kiefer, plant manager of North Shore Water Commission (NSWC) 

in Glendale, Wisconsin, knows that providing potable water continues 

to be an incredible feat even though many people do not give it a 

second thought. Roughly 35,000 residents in the cities of Glendale, 

Fox Point and Whitefish Bay rely on this Milwaukee-area municipal 

entity, which has been pumping clean water since 1963. “People 

simply cannot suffer a loss of water pressure,” Kiefer says. “Hospitals, 

businesses, families – they need this water to always be on the mo-

ment they need it.”

The NSWC water purification process begins at Klode Park in Whitefish 

Bay where an intake structure reaches into Lake Michigan. The pump 

station sucks lake water into a pit-like shore well while a chemical 

feed system keeps the intake free of zebra mussels, which can quickly 

clog the system. Four large pumps send the water through a transmis-

Plant modernization ensures 
future-proof water supply 

The control technology of the chemical feed system features  

a multi-touch Control Panel as HMI hardware, EtherCAT Terminals and  

a CX2030 Embedded PC (picture). 
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sion main to the filtration plant in Glendale, where a coagulant and coagulant 

aid are added to the water. A rapid sand filter removes any remaining sedi-

ment left in the water. After the addition of fluoride, water is disinfected with 

both chlorine and ultraviolet light. Finally, water is treated with a phosphate 

chemical to prevent lead and copper corrosion as it is pumped to consumers. 

On a typical day, the plant purifies 3.7 million gallons of water, but it has the 

capability to process 18 million gallons per day. It may seem excessive, but if 

one part of the system failed, the technicians would be able to start a backup 

right away to safely ensure no customers lose water service. 

Modernizing aging systems on tight budgets 

Operation of the 55-year old plant requires regular modernization. NSWC 

must continuously collect data to create detailed reports. These include in-

formation on system pressure, flow, pump speeds, pump runtimes and valve 

positions at the pumping stations in Glendale, Fox Point and Whitefish Bay, 

as well as chemical tank levels, quantities of chemicals pumped and various 

water quality parameters. 

In the upgrade of an outdated plant, operators would prefer to completely 

replace conventional supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA) 

hardware to avoid communication breakdowns between different makes of 

machinery. For municipal entities, however, this is not always feasible because 

of budget constraints. Often it is only the risk of not complying with state or 

federal water quality standards that motivates municipalities to fund upgrade 

For the operation of its chemical feed system and the remote pump stations, NSWC standardized on built-in CP2907  

multi-touch Control Panels with 7-inch display – plant manager Eric Kiefer shown here checking the system status.
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The pumping station is controlled via 

a CX2020 Embedded PC with directly 

connected EtherCAT I/Os.

More information:
www.northshorewc.com
www.beckhoffautomation.com

can display important results. James Redford, president of Redford Data 

Services, collaborated with NSWC to program a new SCADA system. For the 

pumping stations, the updated system added greater fault reset capabilities, 

pump speed control, access via Windows Remote Desktop and more modes 

of operation. Although Redford was a newcomer to Beckhoff hardware and 

software then, he found the systems to be very intuitive. It surprised him 

how well the solutions communicated with other vendors’ products, which is 

frequently a difficult proposition. 

Economical modernization with PC-based control

Along with upgrades to two of its three remote pumping stations, Kiefer 

used a similar Beckhoff platform to enhance the filtration plant’s chemical 

feed system, using EtherCAT I/O and a CX2030 Embedded PC. The plant-wide 

SCADA update allowed the chemical feed systems to provide more effective 

reporting, alarms and troubleshooting capabilities. 

The economical modernization of the plant and the remote pump stations 

using Beckhoff technology resulted in increased reliability of the entire system 

and reduced costs. With the open control technology, the plant is now effec-

tively prepared for new methods of connectivity and optimization by means 

of cloud-based communication. 

projects, where additional automation upgrades might get lumped into the 

project’s budget. 

When the Fox Point community decided in 2015 to upgrade its pump station, 

Eric Kiefer began to research the best alternative automation and control sys-

tem. His requirements were: cost-effectiveness, reliability, ease of programming 

and ability to communicate with legacy equipment. Kiefer explains that due to 

pressure from consumers and outside entities, NSWC cannot afford any mistakes 

and moreover has to stand up to competition from private contract firms.

Powerful system architecture keeps  

water pressure up and costs down 

Kiefer learned about Beckhoff through a technology partner and quickly de-

cided that Beckhoff products would provide the most efficient option for the 

project due to the system openness they provide. At the pump station, a num-

ber of EtherCAT I/O terminals now communicate with the on-site machinery 

and equipment. A CP2907 multi-touch Control Panel as HMI is connected to 

a fanless CX2020 Embedded PC, which offers ample performance to run the 

complete pump station and transmit all data to the main facility in Glendale.

After building the pumping station’s control cabinet, Kiefer hired Starnet 

Technologies, a Caledonia, Wisconsin, company that supports the water and 

wastewater industries, to draft an electrical schematic to document it. On this 

basis, Starnet later built an identical control cabinet for an upgrade to the 

pumping station standpipe in Glendale, and the company will soon upgrade 

the Whitefish Bay station. 

The open PC-based control platform from Beckhoff easily allows any add-on 

software that can run on a PC. Eric Kiefer appreciates not only how well 

TwinCAT 3 automation software works with other software platforms, but 

also how new IoT and analytics packages are designed to use innovative 

cloud communication protocols, including OPC UA, MQTT and AMQP. “There 

will be a communications paradigm shift in the near future, and working with  

Beckhoff puts us in a better position to respond to it,” he says. “Beckhoff 

already has available libraries that we can add to utilize those upcoming 

protocols, so we’re far more prepared for the future by standardizing on 

TwinCAT 3.” The pump stations pass encrypted data over OPC UA using  

TwinCAT 3 and the CX2020 Embedded PCs to NSWC facilities. Dashboards  
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High-quality metal parts for the Airbus A320  
made with precise, user-friendly CNC tech

In aircraft construction, exceptional component quality and precision are crucial, for obvious reasons. However, sheet-metal  
aircraft parts are often extremely large, making machining and handling problematic. Working closely with CNC specialist  
Penta-Tec and with milling specialist A&T – a company that supplies Premium Aerotec, an Airbus subsidiary, with structural com-
ponents – Harmuth CNC-Frästechnik has built large-format milling machines that use PC-based control technology from Beckhoff  
to successfully overcome these challenges.

TwinCAT NC I in large-format milling machines for the aircraft industry
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Penta-Tec CNC-Automation GmbH, headquartered in Grödig, Austria, began 

developing complete CNC machine solutions in the 1990s. As Managing Director 

Dieter König says: “Even then, our focus was less on classic CNC machine tools 

and more on applications like architectural model making, wood working solu-

tions for smaller workshops, and the arts and crafts. Our user base, as a whole, 

was generally less CNC savvy and had a different set of expectations regarding 

this kind of control system. They wanted ease-of-use and the ability to intervene 

flexibly at any point in the workflow, plus a lot of little add-on features besides 

the main NC processing capabilities.” 

Penta-Tec chose from the outset to build on PC technology, which at the time 

was becoming increasingly common in machine control, and went on to develop 

a fully graphical user interface that incorporated features such as a graphical 

editor, a 2½D CAM system, tool and material management, and machine oper-

ation functionality. According to Dieter König, this broke ground for the subse-

quent adoption of PC-based control technology from Beckhoff in 2011: “Their 

unique control solution had become increasingly popular, both in mechanical 

engineering and among CNC machine builders, and was constantly evolving to 

accommodate the individual requirements of its broad customer base. At the 

High-quality metal parts for the Airbus A320  
made with precise, user-friendly CNC tech
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same time, CNC software and human-machine interfaces for CNC systems 

were becoming our core area of expertise. We therefore stopped making our 

own machines and used Beckhoff technology instead, which enabled us to 

concentrate on creating CNC solutions for customers in the machine building 

sector.”

PC-based control provides greater flexibility for machine builders

One of these machine builders was Harmuth CNC-Frästechnik, based in Nor-

denham, Germany, a company that makes 3D milling machines and specialty 

systems. Managing Director and trained aircraft engineer Andreas Harmuth 

explains some of their typical requirements: “With large-format milling 

machines, the dimensions and the rigidity, in particular, are critical factors. 

The machines range in type from light-duty systems capable of operating 

dynamically at high speed, to heavy-duty systems with large cutting heads for 

high-precision face milling, and everything in-between. We can be extremely 

flexible with the machines we build, largely due to the open Beckhoff control 

technology, which lets us easily scale things such as the computing power 

or the number of axes to suit our needs. At the same time, PC-based control 

offers us a lot of options for remote maintenance. Reliability, too, is important, 

both with PC-based control technology and with Penta-Tec’s software, as this 

helps us keep service costs to a minimum.”  

The advantages of Harmuth’s milling systems come to the fore in applications 

such as the fabrication of large sheet-metal parts for the Airbus A320 series 

of aircraft. The parts are supplied by A&T Manufacturing GmbH in Nordenham, 

as Managing Director Marc Bochinger explains: “Airbus, or rather Premium 

Aerotec, the subsidiary responsible for large sheet-metal parts, is our biggest 

customer. Besides supplying all their material (the sheet aluminum), we also 

form and machine large and complex structural components for them. What 

sets us apart at A&T is that we concentrate completely on the customer’s 

needs and come up with an optimized production and logistics solution in as 

short a time as possible.”

A&T forms and machines large sheet-metal parts for aircraft such as the Airbus A320 series.
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The power and versatility of standard control technology 

Roman Felber, Technical Director at Penta-Tec, also highlights the breadth of 

production technology in use at A&T: “The big challenge at A&T is the need 

to constantly implement new machine functionality. Optimizing a production 

process might call for a workhead spindle or a second spindle, for instance. 

And this in turn relies on highly flexible control technology that supports a full 

range of variants as standard. A&T and Harmuth CNC-Frästechnik work together 

closely to optimize the machines – more than once, if necessary – to maximize 

their potential in production. PC-based control from Beckhoff covers all our 

requirements, not least because we can change the way axes are coupled in 

TwinCAT if we need to.”

In 2010, Penta-Tec found that rising functionality demands were pushing the 

performance of its proprietary control system to the limits. Says Dieter König: 

“We needed to handle additional automation tasks, parallel to the actual CNC 

processing, and our system often had to incorporate special sensors or actuators 

from different vendors as well. At the same time, both the drive performance 

available and the flexibility in terms of the number of axes were significantly 

limited. It became obvious that we needed a new, flexible control system, capa-

ble of delivering the performance we needed. After some research and analysis 

of the controller market, PC-based control technology from Beckhoff soon stood 

out as the ideal solution.”

First, König says, this was because Beckhoff drive technology – such as the 

EL7047 stepper motor terminal, AX5000 Servo Drives and AM8000 servomotors 

– covered every conceivable requirement, from simple auxiliary stepper axes 

and servo axes to the ability to incorporate linear and hydraulic axes. Second, 

the exceptional range of EtherCAT Terminals available offered solutions to 

support any kind of application on the I/O side, particularly given the breadth of 

specialty hardware available from third-party vendors due to global acceptance 

of the EtherCAT standard. Third, Windows as the underlying operating system 

was another key factor in Beckhoff’s favor because it allowed the Penta-NC 

CAD/CAM/CNC user interface and TwinCAT to run on the same target system – 

an ideal setup. And fourth, there was the extensive portfolio of IPCs, such as the 

A&T uses seven different large-format production milling machines from Harmuth CNC Frästechnik, each tailored exactly to its specific task.
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CX2040 Embedded PC and the CX5120, which were ideally suited to machine 

control and centralized vacuum control purposes respectively.

TwinCAT NC I as a flexible control platform

Roman Felber, too, highlights the easy interoperability of the two software 

systems: “Implementing ADS communication between the Penta-NC HMI and 

the TwinCAT NC I control platform involved little overhead. TwinCAT NC I also 

provides an affordable platform for a diverse range of CNC applications. With its 

ability to incorporate auxiliary tangential or gantry axes, for example, it supports 

economical solutions, even for complex CNC tasks.” For Felber, TwinCAT NC I’s 

immense flexibility is another benefit. Axis parameters can be changed directly 

from the PLC, which means correction values based on visual inspections can 

be fed to the axis position controller in real time. Lead screw error correction, 

X/Y cross compensation or machine bed leveling, too, can be implemented 

easily in the same fashion. Also, tangential tracking can be enabled or disabled 

on a tool-dependent basis – to switch, for example, a milling spindle ordinarily 

operated as a free-running, speed-controlled asynchronous motor over to servo 

operation and use it as a tangential axis for blade cutting operations. Highly 

advantageous, too, are the master/slave coupling feature and the ability to flex-

ibly configure individual axes to form interpolation groups, which allow complex 

systems to use multiple z-axes either concurrently, or separately for other tasks. 

The ability to split interpolation groups and recombine them in other forms is 

useful. For instance, it makes it possible, in the event of a fault, to manually 

extract a saw blade, applied at a tangent to perform mitered cuts, from the 

material it is cutting. To do this, the NC interpolation group is split up. Depending 

on the miter angle and rotational angle of the C-axis, individual coupling factors 

are then computed for the X and Y-axes and coupled to the Z-axis. If the Z-axis 

is then shifted by hand wheel, all three axes travel in such a way that the saw 

blade withdraws from the material in the exact direction of the cut.

Precise, energy-efficient production of aviation-grade sheet metal

A&T uses large-format milling machines from Harmuth CNC-Frästechnik to 

fabricate aircraft fuselage panels along with a broad range of structural com-

ponents milled from aviation-grade sheet metal for the Airbus A320 series of 

aircraft. For Roman Felber, one of the big challenges with machines of this size 

is maintaining precision: “With machining surfaces that measure as much as 

16 x 4 m, it’s near impossible – economically, at least – for machine builders 

to achieve precision in the tenth-of-a-millimeter range. We use software to 

enhance the precision. Once a machine is set up on site, it’s measured up with 

a laser tracking system, using a set of largely automated functions provided 

in Penta-NC. This takes account of any machine-dependent tolerances and 

workpiece-dependent parameters. On machines of this size, several components 

are often clamped in place at the same time, which also means adjusting for 

individual tolerances in position and form. By taking these various steps, we can 

keep the absolute positioning precision to within +/-0.01 mm.”

Vacuum clamping offers a simple and hugely flexible means of fixing sheet 

metal in place in milling systems but it can easily require 15 to 20 kW or more 

of suction power, depending on the size of the machine. However, significant 

energy savings can be achieved by ramping the suction power up or down as 

needed. Andreas Harmuth adds: “With smaller-scale parts or material that has 

not yet been machined, the amount of suction – and pump power – don’t need 

to be so high. However, when a large number of smaller parts are machined, 

and the air leakage rate increases during the milling process, the power has to 

be ramped up.” To maximize power savings, the clamping area is divided into 

as many as 32 sections so that it can adjust the pressure specifically to match a 

given metal part to be machined. Also, the amount of suction needed to safely 

secure a given part is calculated according to the material parameters and sur-

face area. An EM3701 pressure measuring terminal records the current suction 

level and passes it to the PLC as a control value, and once the machining process 

A CX2040 Embedded PC running TwinCAT NC I controls  

the large-format milling machines. 

The AX5000 Servo Drives and AX5805 TwinSAFE drive option card  

ensure that motion sequences are not just fast but also safe.
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is complete, the suction power falls back automatically to a pre-set stand-by 

level that simply prevents the part from slipping. This is a significant advantage, 

as Marc Bochinger explains: “Compared to simply switching the vacuum control 

system on and off, the annual energy savings are around 50% to 60%.”  

On top of this, says Bochinger, the vacuum controllers from four machines have 

been consolidated onto a single CX5120 Embedded PC. “The actual suction 

pressure data for each machine is still processed locally by the EM3701, and 

then passed, together with the calculated nominal values, to the CX5120 over 

ADS. If a fault occurs in one of the vacuum pump systems, the suction power of 

another pump can be boosted instantly to compensate. This redundancy con-

cept essentially eliminates the risk of costly damage to parts through a vacuum 

clamp system failure. The EM3701 is also used to provide process-dependent 

control of the suction power, which can help detect problems with the suction 

head or the suction pipe system. This capability means the system delivers data 

that’s important for preventive maintenance and so helps safeguard machine 

availability.”

The team of experts from left to right: Harmuth CNC-Frästechnik Managing Direc-

tor Andreas Harmuth, A&T Managing Director Marc Bochinger, Penta-Tec Technical 

Director Roman Felber and Managing Director Dieter König, George Hampel, Sales 

Engineer at Beckhoff Austria, and Klaus Bernzen, Product Manager TwinCAT Motion 

Control and Robotics at Beckhoff Automation

The AM8000 servomotors with One Cable Technology (OCT) are easy  

to install and take up little space.
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More information:
www.penta-tec.com
www.harmuth-cnc.de
www.a-t-manufacturing.de  
www.beckhoff.at
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Up to 7,700 spectators can attend major events such  

as e.g. table tennis tournaments at the Ali Bin Hamad  

Al Attiya Arena in Doha.

Integrated building management system for the Ali Bin Hamad Al Attiya Arena in Qatar

The Global Sustainability Assessment System (GSAS) is the first performance-based system in the Middle East and North Africa region 
developed to assess and evaluate the sustainability of buildings and infrastructure. The main objective is to create a sustainable 
building stock which minimizes environmental impact, reduces resource consumption and, at the same time, considers the local 
needs and environmental conditions of the region. The Ali Bin Hamad Al Attiya Arena for sports and other events is listed with a 
high 4-star rating. As the automation level of the building management system, Beckhoff technology plays an important role in the 
implementation.

Precise control for resource-efficient  
and sustainable building operation
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The GSAS utilizes an integrated life-cycle approach to assess the building 

stock, which takes into account both the design as well as the operating 

phase. A flexible building management system which integrates all building 

control and monitoring functions was essential in order to fulfill the require-

ments. Lysys Technologies Integrator was awarded the contract to implement 

the building management system, video surveillance as well as an integrated 

building and security platform. The system integrator chose PC-based control 

technology from Beckhoff as the automation level of the building manage-

ment system. 

Flexible control of a complex system

The building management system uses 29 Control Panels to visualize the more 

than 3,500 physical signals and 15,000 communication variables captured. 

The supervision level processes approximately 45,000 variables (alarms, pa-

rameters, etc.) that are forwarded directly from roughly 30 CX-series Embed-

ded PCs installed at the venue. 15,000 of these variables are also processed 

in the integrated security management system platform that is installed in the 

arena. The building management system provides the control and monitoring 

interfaces via Modbus, RS485, BACnet, EIB and potential-free contacts, if 

required, also for third-party systems. These systems include sound and audio-

visual systems, sanitary facilities, chillers and cooling towers, lighting control, 

photovoltaic solar systems and electricity meters.

According to the Lysys experts, the openness and flexibility of the Beckhoff 

technology combined with their own expertise provided excellent project 

results. As much functionality as possible has been integrated into the auto-

mation level in order to optimally utilize the physical signals and variables 

from the communication protocols in the operating processes. The CX-series 

Embedded PCs consisting of a total of nine CX5020s, 14 CX8090s and six 

CX9020s handle this task. According to Lysys, the compactness and flexibility 

of the Beckhoff Bus Terminal system – with nearly 500 installed Bus Terminals 

– combined with the comprehensive functionality of the TwinCAT automation 

software were key characteristics that enabled components for diverse signals 

to be added or positioned between the panels at any time without major 

work overhead.

As the system supports a wide range of fieldbus signals and protocols, Lysys 

did not have to worry about whether and how the signals needed to be 

integrated into the Beckhoff system. According to Lysys, this enabled the 

engineers to focus on their core expertise. As a result, numerous variables are 

seamlessly integrated, processed and provided on the monitoring level. For 

example, data is transferred via Modbus RTU from the energy meters and gen-

erators, via Modbus TCP/IP from the solar modules inverters, via BACnet MS/

TP from the HVAC controllers and also via BACnet IP from the fire alarm panels 

and the cooling system management system. A TCP/IP client was implemented 

on one of the controllers for the purpose of transferring selected variables to 

the IPTV system. All real-time clocks in the controllers are synchronized with 

a local NTP (Network Time Protocol) server.

Two operating modes have been implemented

One of the most interesting details of the multi-purpose arena is that it is 

capable of serving as a venue for more than just traditional sporting events. 

Instead, it can also be transformed into an ice rink. The facility operators can 

change the operating mode from normal operation to ice rink operation sim-

ply by pressing a button. When functioning as an ice rink, the control system 

changes the operating mode of the HVAC systems to produce cold and hot 

water for the different layers of the ice surface. The system is programmed 

to operate completely autonomously, which simplifies the complex process 

and frees the operators of the arena from monitoring tasks. The operators are 

informed about the status and alarms at all times.

More information:

www.lysys.com
www.beckhoff.ae

A total of 29 CX-series Embedded PCs (here: CX5020) enable precisely controlled 

building operation.

Simply by switching operating modes, the arena can transform into an ice rink.

The multi-purpose arena

The Ali Bin Hamad Al Attiya Arena is situated in the Al Sadd district of Doha, 

Qatar. It belongs to the Al Sadd Sports Club, Qatar ’s most successful sports 

club with 67 official football championships. The arena is also used for the Al 

Sadd handball team, a.o. The total floor area is 16,000 m2; the total covered 

surface is 54,000 m2. The arena has space for up to 7,700 spectators.
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Lighting control and AV system integration  
are enhancing comfort and ease-of-use on  
sailing yachts
Baltic Yachts Oy AB LTD, formed in 1973 and headquartered in Jakobstad, Finland, lays claim to being the world’s leading 
builder of advanced, composite yachts. Its highly qualified workforce – currently, some 250 strong – combines leading-edge 
marine technology with traditional craftsmanship to create award-winning yachts. PC-based control technology from 
Beckhoff is playing a substantial role in helping the yacht maker ensure that customers enjoy the highest levels of comfort 
while sailing.  

PC-based control helps provide best possible sailing experience on advanced composite yachts 
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Greater comfort and pleasure while sailing  

can be ensured with PC-based control.
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“A comfortable cruising experience has always been a key selling proposition 

and driver in our designs. We place particular emphasis on user-friendliness in 

our technical design process and aim to achieve maximum comfort in our inte-

rior design,” explains Mikael Johansson, Senior Automation Engineer at Baltic 

Yachts. The company’s expertise in building advanced yachts from composite 

materials, he says, is based on nearly half a century of experience, starting with 

many smaller production yachts and evolving into custom superyachts today. 

The latter include multi-role yachts that provide a platform for luxury living yet, 

at the same time, have the performance to win races.

Control and monitoring functions in a single system 

PC-based control technology from Beckhoff is used for the lighting control on 

the yachts and integrates audio and video systems into the onboard manage-

ment systems’ controls for greater ease-of-use and cruising comfort. Mikael 

Johansson adds: “We decided to work with technology from Beckhoff a few 

years back, when we were looking for a solid, capable solution to control 

lighting. Since then, we’ve been using Beckhoff controllers in context with the 

DALI protocol. It’s important for us to be able to control lighting through a bus 

system because it’s easier to implement a wide range of lighting scenarios 

that way. The same applies when it comes to integrating audio and video 

systems. We use the TwinCAT Crestron Server to connect AV equipment to the 

same visualization system. This allows yacht owners to use a tablet device or 

smartphone to access a full range of control functions in Baltic Yachts’ custom 

SCADA software through a graphical interface.”

The Beckhoff system, consisting of a CX5140 Embedded PC with EtherCAT 

Terminals, also monitors and controls the hydraulics, AC/DC power, the fresh 

and wastewater systems, the fuel systems, and the bilge and fire-extinguish-

ing systems. Servo drives and compact drive technology in terminal format 

have also been used in several projects to actuate sliding cabin doors and 

raise propellers. “In a number of yacht projects, CX5140 Embedded PCs and  

EtherCAT Terminals have been connected on a redundant, fail-safe EtherCAT 

ring network,” says Tero Ylimäki, Area Sales Manager at Beckhoff Finland.  

Customer satisfaction and safety first

For Mikael Johansson, high-quality, high-performance control technology plays 

an important role in yacht customers’ satisfaction and safety: “The robust 

control technology and the excellent support we get from Beckhoff mean we 

can provide our customers with extremely reliable automation capabilities. The 

remarkable array of I/O terminals available makes it exceptionally easy for us 

not just to accomplish control tasks of any kind but to integrate a broad range 

of devices with the Beckhoff control system as well.” Johansson can see other 

potential applications in the future, too. For instance, there are plans to use PC-

based control in IoT solutions, and a new SCADA system is to due be developed 

on the TwinCAT HMI platform. Beckhoff control technology’s open architecture, 

says Johansson, has compelling advantages because it offers complete freedom 

to create systems that meet needs and requirements exactly.

Motor and pump HVAC Sail control Lighting

Alarm server

DALI 
network 2

DALI  
network 1

Modbus/TCP

Redundant EtherCAT Ring

PLC controller

Control architecture in a composite sail yacht
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More information:
www.balticyachts.fi
www.beckhoff.fi

 

Compact, modular control technology from 

Beckhoff is ideal when space is at a premium.

Mikael Johansson (foreground), Baltic Yachts’s 

Senior Automation Engineer, in a boat’s  

narrow interior



Diagnostic capabilities are one of the key features in determining the success of a fieldbus technology. To further improve 
diagnostics in EtherCAT networks, the EtherCAT Technology Group (ETG) has defined a vendor independent diagnostic  
interface with the specification ETG.1510 “Profile for Master Diagnosis Interface”. This enables EtherCAT masters to  
provide detailed network diagnostic information and health status to third party tools in a user friendly and standard way.
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Alessandro Figini, EtherCAT Technology Expert, ETG

Master-independent  
diagnostic interface for  
EtherCAT networks

In terms of diagnostic capabilities, EtherCAT supports outstanding features 

that go far beyond the corresponding capabilities of traditional Ethernet. The 

necessary information is either provided by the EtherCAT communication 

chips (ESCs) directly in hardware or by software functionalities. Therefore, no 

specific extensions are required on slave side.

Each EtherCAT datagram ends with a 16-bit Working Counter field, which is 

expected to be incremented by all slave devices addressed by the datagram 

itself. A mismatch between the expected and the received value of the 

Working Counter means that not all slave devices successfully processed the 

datagram and that they are therefore not working with consistent data in the 

current cycle. This can trigger an immediate error reaction on control (master) 

side: by default, input data carried by the datagram is discarded in this case. 

Additional information can be acyclically retrieved by the master and enables 

to investigate the location as well as possible causes of the communication 

In modern industry machine and plant availability represent one of the most 

important factors in order to guarantee efficiency and competitiveness, and 

EtherCAT enables this by means of a well proven technology relying on a 

robust communication infrastructure. Yet, industrial environments can be 

challenging even for reliable communication technologies such as EtherCAT: 

constantly moving parts or continuous vibrations could cause temporary link 

losses or even cable breaks in the long term, while EMC disturbances could 

falsify signals travelling on the communication path. In all these cases, the 

diagnostic capabilities of the fieldbus represent the key element in order to 

detect errors, determine its location and possible causes, and reduce thereby 

the machine downtime as much as possible.



issue. At hardware level, each EtherCAT Slave Controller monitors and detects 

link loss as well as signal corruption on each port and increments in case 

the corresponding lost link counter or RX error counter, respectively. Com-

munication errors at software level, like the expiration of the watchdog on 

the cyclic data or a loss of synchronization within the network, can instead 

determine an unexpected state transition in the EtherCAT State Machine. 

They are displayed by means of the AL Status Code value, which is returned 

by the software stack whenever the unexpected state transition occurs.

All the necessary diagnostic information to monitor the network state as 

well as to detect and locate errors is therefore available to the master in 

all EtherCAT networks. Yet, this “raw” information needs to be provided to 

diagnostic tools and to end users in order to be interpreted and used. With 

the ETG.1510 specification “Profile for Master Diagnosis Interface”, the ETG 

has defined a solution enabling external tools to access the diagnostic infor-

mation provided by EtherCAT networks in a way that is independent from the 

specific master vendor and software implementation.

The ETG.1510 enhances the ETG.1500 “EtherCAT Master Classes” specifica-

tion. The diagnostic information is mapped into the EtherCAT Master Object 

Dictionary defined in the ETG.5001, which is extended for this purpose. In 

particular, objects in index range 0x8000 describe the network structure as 

expected by the master based on the “offline” configuration, while objects 

0x9nnn report the current network topology as detected by an online scan. 

The diagnostic information itself is mapped in index range 0xAnnn in the 

form of consistent, cumulative counters summarizing the network state from 

its start up to the present. Thanks to this, the diagnostic interface can be 

accessed with a frequency which is independent from the cycle time of the  

EtherCAT network, and no real time performances are required to external tools.

The access to the diagnostic information takes place via the well established 

CAN application protocol over EtherCAT (CoE). The CoE services are routed 

to and from the Master Object Dictionary in the controller through the 

standard Mailbox Gateway functionality, which is described in the ETG.8400 

specification. Being based on already existing and fully standard protocols 

and functionalities, the diagnostic interface can be easily implemented as 

lean software extension on top of any standard master implementation. The 

amount of resources required by such a software extension is very small, 

what makes the implementation of the diagnostic interface feasible for all 

master solutions including simple and compact embedded systems.

Thanks to the EtherCAT diagnosis interface – introduced with the ETG.1510 

specification – providers of machine and network diagnostic tools can use 

a general purpose, universal interface for collecting diagnostic data from 

EtherCAT networks. They are able to report this information to technicians 

and engineers in a user friendly, graphically intuitive way, without the need 

to change their behavior according to the specific master manufacturer or 

to use a vendor proprietary access protocol for each different master imple-

mentation.

Summary of EtherCAT diagnostic functionalities Principle of EtherCAT master independent diagnostic interface

|
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Master-independent  
diagnostic interface for  
EtherCAT networks

More information:

www.ethercat.org
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Trade shows 2020*

Europe

Germany

Hannover Messe Digital Days

14 – 15 July 2020

Digital event

www.hannovermesse.digital

Messtec sensor masters

22 – 23 September 2020

Stuttgart

www.messtec-masters.de

Motek

05 – 08 October 2020

Stuttgart

www.motek-messe.de

EuroBlech

27 – 30 October 2020

Hanover

www.euroblech.de

FMB

04 – 06 November 2020

Bad Salzuflen

www.fmb-messe.de

SPS 

24 – 26 November 2020

Nürnberg

www.mesago.de/sps

WindEnergy Hamburg

01 – 04 December 2020

Hamburg

www.windenergyhamburg.com

Automatica

08 – 11 December 2020

Munich 

www.automatica-munich.com

Denmark

Automatik

08 – 10 September 2020

Brøndby

www.automatikmesse.dk

FoodTech

29 September – 01 October 2020

Herning

www.foodtech.dk

Finland

Real Estate Forum 

26 August 2020

Helsinki

www.professio.fi/product/ref

Alihankinta

22 – 24 September 2020

Tampere

www.alihankinta.fi

Pohjoinen Teollisuus

30 September – 01 Oktober 2020

Oulu

www.pohjoinenteollisuus.fi

FinnBUILD

07 – 09 October 2020

Helsinki 

https://finnbuild.messukeskus.com 

Energia

20 – 22 October 2020

Tampere

www.energiamessut.fi

Sahateollisuuspäivät

21 – 22 October 2020

Aulanko

www.stmy.fi/tapahtuma/sahateollisuuspa-

ivat-2020

Pohjanmaan Teollisuus

04 November 2020

Vaasa

www.pohjanmaanteollisuus.fi

France

CFIA

29 September – 01 October 2020

Rennes

www.cfiaexpo.com 

SEPEM Colmar

17 – 19 November 2020

Colmar

https://colmar.sepem-industries.com

ALL4PACK

23 – 26 November 2020

Paris

www.all4pack.fr

Great Britain

PPMA

29 September – 01 October 2020

Birmingham

www.ppmashow.co.uk

Portugal

EMAF

18 – 21 November 2020

Porto

www.emaf.exponor.pt 

Spain

BIEMH

23 – 27 November 2020

Bilbao

https://biemh.bilbaoexhibitioncentre.com

Matelec

4 – 7 March 2021

Madrid

www.matelec.ifema.es

Farmaforum

17 – 18 March 2021

Madrid

www.farmaforum.es
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The protection of  
employees, customers and  
visitors is our top priority; 

due to the Covid 19  
pandemic, below listed 
trade show dates are  

subject to change  
without notice. 

*

Asia

China

productronica 

03 – 05 July 2020

Shanghai

www.productronicachina.com.cn

SIAF

11 – 13 August 2020

Guangzhou

www.spsinchina.com

CIPPE

26 – 28 August 2020

Beijing 

www.cippe.com.cn

Automotive Testing Expo

14 – 16 September 2020

Shanghai

www.testing-expo.com/china/en

IAS

15 – 19 September 2020

Shanghai

www.industrial-automation-show.com

InfoComm China

28 – 30 September 2020

Beijing 

www.infocomm-china.com

CBB

13 – 16 October 2020

Shanghai

www.chinabrew-beverage.com

CWP

14 – 16 October 2020

Beijing 

www.chinawind.org.cn

CDIIF

18 – 20 November 2020

Chengdu

www.cdiif.com

Japan

INTERPHEX

25 – 27 November 2020

Tokyo

www.interphex.jp

Malaysia

International Energy Week

06 – 08 October 2020

Kuching

www.iew.my

Singapore

OSEA

24 – 26 November 2020

Singapore 

www.osea-asia.com

Taiwan

Automation Taipei

19 – 22 August 2020

Taipei

www.chanchao.com.tw/automationtaipei

Foodtech Taipei & BioPharmatech Taiwan

17 – 20 December 2020

Taipei

www.foodtech.com.tw

United Arab Emirates

Adipec

09 – 12 November 2020

Abu Dhabi

www.adipec.com

Vietnam

VIMF

18 – 20 November 2020

Dong Nai

www.vietnamindustrialfiesta.com/vimf-2020

Nordamerika

Canada

ATX Montréal 

07 – 08 October 2020

Montréal

www.admmontreal.com

USA

The Assembly Show

27 – 29 October 2020

Rosemont, IL

www.assemblymag.com/the-assembly-show

PACK EXPO

08 – 11 November 2020

Chicago, IL

www.packexpointernational.com

Fabtech

18 – 20 November 2020

Las Vegas, NV

www.fabtechexpo.com

More information:

www.beckhoff.com/trade_shows
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